Introduction
This article is about paper spaces: room-sized maps, timelines, and charts used to develop, record and share ideas. When used in collaborative work, paper spaces support both focused, creative activity-the creation of a strategy roadmap, the outlines of a software development project, etc.-and informal social goals, like the development of a sense of community or common vision. These are essentially very large pieces of paper, but the term "paper spaces" (the term is borrowed from computer-aided design 1 )
highlights several things. First, we're used to thinking of things made of paper as physical objects whose qualities help shape the experience of reading, but it's useful to pay attention to their spatial and architectural qualities as well. Large visuals aren't just things: they're spaces that possess some of the qualities of desks or offices. IFTF workshops exploit their scale and physicality to promote social activity between workshop participants. In this case, the spatiality of paper is fairly self-evident; but many of our 1 In computer-aided design, the term "paper spaces" refers to a particular view of a 3D model. In appropriating the term, I note the similarity between the designers' efforts to capture a useful representation of a complex digital object, and futurists' efforts to represent a group's vision of the future.
interactions with paper, books, and writing have a spatial quality. Scholars could gain much by analyzing print media using conceptual tools from architecture, design, and human-computer interaction, as well as literary theory and book history. business, of treating them like paintings on a wall. In the way users interact with them--they're annotated, extended, argued over, and played with--they're more like Legos than landscapes. The process of creating maps, and the maps themselves, both reflect a set of attitudes about how to understand and prepare for the future, one that emphasizes user involvement, and the need for actors to develop and possess shared visions of the future. Finally, the term "paper spaces" highlights their hybrid, ephemeral quality. They work because they're simultaneously interactive media and workspace, but their lives are brief and easy to overlook: they are designed to support ideaand image-making, but leave little trace of themselves.
To illustrate how paper spaces work, this article will focus on their use in a specific context: in expert workshops and roadmapping exercises conducted at the Institute for the Future (IFTF), a Silicon Valley-based think-tank. The article begins with an overview of information spaces, and a brief look at IFTF's local culture and research practices. Next, it looks in detail at our expert workshops and facilitated exchanges, and describes how they're organized, what they aim to accomplish, and how they work. It then discusses how paper spaces support the co-creation of knowledge about the future, and a sense of group solidarity. Finally, it argues that paper spaces are ubiquitous: most of our interactions with texts and other media have a spatial dimension that affects the ways we read, think, and create.
About IFTF
The Institute for the Future (IFTF) is a non-profit thin-tank founded in 1968, and located in Palo Alto, California. It conducts research on the future of health care, emerging technologies, and global trends. Its local culture is very visually intensive-it spends a great deal of time on information design and high-quality graphics-but several additional aspects of its history and practice explain its use of paper spaces.
Like many futures groups, its work doesn't revolve around making predictions; rather, it seeks to identify trends that will play a leading role in shaping the future, and help clients understand the implications of those trends. There is no single future to predict; trends may work together in many ways to produce many possible futures.
Because of its small size, the Institute often works with outside experts, ranging from scientists to early adopters, who help it map the future. The
Institute also long emphasized group processes in its research and thinking. The Institute's reliance on expert workshops, the collaborative character of its internal work, and its workshops with clients, all contribute to its use of paper spaces. The next two sections will look in greater detail at how paper spaces help shape expert workshops and client workshops.
Workshops as Paper Spaces
Expert workshops generally bring together between ten and fifteen non-IFTF staff, ranging from academic scientists and engineers, to venture capitalists and entrepreneurs, to extreme athletes and online gamers, to think together about the future. The fundamental challenge with all expert workshops is to create a social situation in which people are encouraged to share their expertise, but also think beyond their normal horizons. To do this, one needs a space that focuses concentration, and serves as a mirror of the collective work and thinking.
The process
IFTF workshops can vary greatly in the details, but they share a common structure. After participants have introduced themselves, they usually start with a brainstorming session, in which participants are asked to name the factors that they see affecting their business (or scientific discipline, or organization, etc.) in the next five to ten years. 5 Experts are given a few minutes to write down those factors on cards. The facilitator then asks one participant to "play a card"-i.e., share a trend-and briefly explain its importance; as they do so, the facilitator puts the card up on a large sheet of wildcards-events with a low probability but high impact. This map then serves as a foundation for the rest of the day.
In the afternoon, the group is guided through exercises focusing on those areas it previously identified as most important. For example, they may divide into several small groups, and each group creates a scenario that examines different potential futures made by combinations (or cross-impacts) of these forces. 6 At the end of this exercise, the participants reassemble, and each group briefly describes their work to the collective. If time remains, the entire group might brainstorm ideas for a strategy that would allow them to respond to any of the scenarios.
How Paper Spaces Work
How do you design a space that supports this process? By combining media, room, facilitator, and process into what Bonnie Nardi and Vicky O'Day call an information ecology. 7 The key components of this ecology are book-sized Post-It notes cards; large sheets of paper (often 4' x 8' or longer); and rooms arranged in to allow facilitators and participants to move and interact both with the media and each other. These information technologies share several features: they're easy to use, highly flexible, shareable with groups, and can be manipulated by several people simultaneously. To understand how this ecology works, and what makes the different components so important, let's start with the smallest pieces of this ecology, and work our way up.
When participants are asked to brainstorm ideas, they're given large Post-Its (usually 5" x 7") to write their ideas down on. These cards are inexpensive, easy to use, and easy to edit. Participants can afford to be profligate with them-and, one hopes, generous with their ideas. It makes it easy to toss out their first couple tentative experiments once the really good ideas start to flow. Cards are also easy to handle. They can be put up on a board quickly, which keeps a meeting (and ideas) flowing. Facilitators also don't have to worry about choosing between similar cards: stacking them together provides a quick visual indicator that an idea is popular. Later, when making chronologies or idea maps, cards can be moved around easily. As they migrate from one point on a timeline to another, or from one cluster of ideas to another, they acquire new neighbors and context, which subtly changes their meanings and importance. In short, cards are cheap, flexible, and eternally tentative-but in some very useful ways. groups work with. These sheets of paper are generally four feet tall, and between eight and sixteen twelve feet long, depending on the space available. Large papers like these let individuals hold, examine, and process lots of ideas. They let members of a group work together to build a common vision of the future. And they support the development of complex, multilayered scenarios and threads.
Let's look first at how individuals relate to large sheets of paper. Most people are accustomed to thinking of paper as something we hold, read, then put down or discard. But a wall-sized document reverses the normal relationship between users and information: it makes you stop and think. My sense-which has a little bit of empirical backing from work in the psychology of perception-is that because these large sheets can take up more a participant's visual field, they can command more attention for longer periods.
Large sheets of paper provide room for everything from big ideas to small details. It lets users store and see a lot of information, and see it all at once.
In this respect, large sheets of paper have some of the virtues of the zooming browser. 9 Personal notes only give note-takers enough room to record key points, and it's impossible to pack as much information in a handout as one can get on a wall. This reflects the fact that under normal circumstances, paying attention to the "big picture" and detail is difficult: a normal sheet of paper doesn't provide enough space for both. But in paper spaces, the big picture-the structures or abstractions that give context and meaning to the details-doesn't replace the details; it's built up from them. Abstract ideas emerge by literally moving the details from one place to another, embedding them in new contexts or creating new contexts around them.
Large sheets of paper let everyone in a group see and contribute to a conversation at once. Participants have space to build on each other's ideas.
An entire group can work at once on large paper. The ideal room also has several bare walls or picture windows, on which one can easily put up maps, papers, and other materials. Thus, after an exercise is concluded, a facilitator moves the final product to a side wall; this makes space for the next exercise, but keeps the previous work in view, available for reference. As the day progresses, the paper space fills with roadmaps, brainstorms, small group scenarios, and other materials: a prolific group will 12 For those outside the business world, it may seem remarkable, but facilitation is a profession. Facilitators are generally valued for their neutrality (particularly when hired to run meetings dealing with especially complex or contentious subjects), their ability to organize and manage meetings to yield results, and their craft skills (e.g., they ability to read a room, to draw out reticent participants, rein in overbearing ones, etc. 14 But paper spaces don't just keep groups focused or simulated: a paper space is a tangible expression of the work a group has done, and the progress they've made in describing their common future. It's something that every participant can refer to later, as well as feel some ownership over. This is especially valuable for groups that haven't worked together before, and don't already have a strong sense of common purpose.
This highlights another important function of paper spaces: they help create a shared sense of identity among the participants. As sociologists of science 13 On memory palaces, see Frances Yates, The Art of Memory; Jonathan Spence, The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci.
14 Nancy Van Note Chism, "Challenging Traditional Assumptions and Rethinking Learning Spaces," in Diana G. Oblinger, ed., Learning Spaces (EDUCAUSE, 2006), 26-27 might put it, solutions to the problems of creativity are solutions to the problem of collective identity; the knowledge and is social context-the group that made, can interpret it, and put it into action-are all coproductions.
Paper as Space
IFTF workshops are unusual examples of paper spaces, in that it's easy to see how billboard-sized sheets of paper are spaces. But that's really the only way they're unusual. Many of our interactions with paper-or with printed objects more generally-have a spatial dimension that often goes overlooked, but which could be fruitfully explored.
First, the act of reading has an important, but easily-overlooked spatial paper on medieval scholarship, and the introduction of the Blackberry on modern reading practices.
Until the 1200s, many monastic authors dictated to secretaries who wrote in shorthand on wax tablets, summarizing rather than transcribing, and then recreated documents. As a consequence, Paul Saenger argues, "composition was… clearly a group activity… and a very prolific writer might well publish works which he had never seen or heard in final written or edited form." Composition involved less consultation of primary texts and fewer revisions, and the finals works were "more repetitive and less tightly reasoned than those composed in later centuries in written form, when authors consulted reference works and exercised direct visual control over their work." Finally, wax tablets "limited the scope of written composition," so "glosses were phrase-by-phrase explications of the text without crossreferences or discussions of problems pertaining to the work as a whole."
Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, in contrast, were able to work directly on quires and parchment, and so "could revise and rearrange their texts while composing them." The greater availability of parchment and paper allowed "13 th -century scholastic writers to prepare texts rich in cross-references," creating the complex body of philosophical work remembered as Scholasticism.
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In contrast, reading on small screens makes it harder to follow complex arguments. Business author John Hagel complains that essays are hard to interpret when read as "Berrybites," in Blackberry screen-sized increments. All these spaces are characterized by substantial information flows; stock exchanges and military headquarters also try to coordinate activities that have a great deal of volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity.
Thinking about the future likewise is an exercise is trying to understand the "VUCA world," as it's sometimes called; so it's no surprise that much of the Institute for the Future's work takes place in information spaces.
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Finally, it's worth noting that IFTF workshops aren't unique in serving as venues for producing both knowledge and community; nor are they the only ones that use paper spaces to achieve these two ends. The analog circuit group design review is another example of a text-centered social knowledge exchange that illustrates how large-scale documents encourage communication and sharing of craft knowledge. The field "is highly collaborative --passed down from generation to generation, like artisans learning from master tradesmen." The group design review is one ritual for sharing that information. As one journalist described it, more than a dozen semiconductor engineers stood around a large conference table, scrutinizing a massive sheet of paper with the layout of a chip being developed for LCD TVs --a bit like artists looking at a canvas.
The brightly colored design showing circuitry grids and their connections took up the entire table. As they walked around it, some made notations on the paper with black markers. The discussion was animated, with ideas, suggestions and debates going back and forth…. The interaction between the more experienced and the less experienced is key in developing analog design skills. "That room is where the real magic happens," [design manager Bryan] Legates said.
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The large format of the design meant that several participants could study and interact with the design simultaneously, but also easily converse with each other: the design drawing serves both as a medium for capturing ideas, and a medium for stimulating discussion. or "spaces for negotiation," which are regularly used when talking about media, are more than just metaphors: in some cases, media really are sites and spaces.
Conclusion
My colleagues and I at the Institute for the Future are regularly asked, "If you're futurists, why do you still use paper in your meetings?" After all, for decades futurists have been talking about the death of the book, the obsolescence of print media, and the paperless office. The concept of paper spaces helps us answer the question, by alerting us to the ergonomics and affordances of paper spaces, their flexibility, their ability to generate formal 36 This follows arguments regarding the utility of applying historical knowledge to analysis of new media and publishing practices: see Pang, "Work of the Encyclopedia" and "Hypertext, the Next Generation".
group knowledge about the future, and their utility in generating an informal sense of group solidarity around that knowledge and the process of making it. Paper isn't just a medium for recording content. Paper is where the action is.
